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Abstract 
The sensitivity of current Australian chickpea cultivars to cool temperatures during flowering and podset 
results in delayed and interrupted podset. In 2016 in north-western NSW, this sensitivity resulted in an 
estimated yield loss of 0.5 to 0.7 t/ha based on observationsin commercial paddocks. This project aimed to 
improve our knowledge of the response of current genotypes to cool temperatures and identify elite chickpea 
breeding lines with superior chilling tolerance. Twenty-four genotypes were sown at Tamworth and Wagga 
Wagga in early May and June to encourage flowering under suboptimal temperatures. Comparative 
phenology was tracked among the lines throughout the season and conversion of flowers to pods and seeds 
mapped on individual plants. Genetic variation in the ability of genotypes to flower and set pods under 
suboptimal temperatures were identified.Identification of chilling tolerance in elite breeding material will 
inform breeding efforts, , potentially improving the ability of future cultivars to set pods under sub optimal 
temperatures,  enabling shifts in the cropping window to avoid terminal heat and moisture stress. 
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Introduction 
Chickpeas are sensitive to cool temperatures during flowering and podding, with average day temperatures 
below 15oC resulting in poor flower fertilization and pod set. As a result, chickpea crops can experience 
extended delays between the beginning of flowering and pod initiation due to cycles of flower abortion 
during cool spring conditions. Flower abortion of up to 800 flowers m-2 have been observed at average day 
temperatures below 15oC, but this statistic quickly falls to zero once the temperature is above the critical 
threshold (Siddique & Sedgley, 1986). Flower abortion can result in delays to podding of up to a month 
when temperatures remain cool (Berger et al., 2004).  
 
While cool spring temperatures have historically been avoided through later sowing, changes

 
 
Figure 2.  Comparative phenology of chickpea genotypes sown on 7th May in Wagga Wagga. Red line (2nd 
October) indicates date when average daily temperatures exceeded 15oC 
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Conclusion 
Significant genetic variation in the ability to flower and set pods under sub-optimal temperatures exists 
within the breeding program. Several breeding lines had superior ability to produce pods under cool 
conditions compared to current varieties. However, the ability to set pods and seeds under suboptimal 
temperatures was primarily found in lines with non-adapted backgrounds that are not appropriate for 
commercial release. Early podding did not always occur in early flowering genotypes, indicating selection 
for improved yield under cool conditions should focus on pod date rather than flowering date. 
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